
 

 

 

 

Linking in with our Scottish Theme this week we have chosen the song Katie 

Bairdie. In the video this song is sung to a baby but this song can be enjoyed by 

anyone of any age.  

Katie Bairdie 

Katie Bairdie had a coo, 

Black and white aboot the mou. 

Wasnae that a dainty coo? 

Dance Katie Bairdie. 

CHORUS 

Diddley di del diddle dum (x3) 

Dance Katie Bairdie. 

Katie Bairdie had a hen, 

Toddled but and toddled ben. 

Wasnae that a dainty hen? 

Dance Katie Bairdie. 

CHORUS 

Katie Bairdie had a pig, 

No she didnae! Aye she did! 

Wasnae that a dainty pig? 

Dance Katie Bairdie. 

CHORUS 



Katie Bairdie had a cat, 

It would chase both mouse and rat. 

Wasnae that a hungry cat? 

Dance Katie Bairdie 

CHORUS 

Katie Bairdie had a duck, 

It would hae the best of luck. 

Wasnae that a lucky duck? 

Dance Katie Bairdie. 

CHORUS 

Katie had a crocodile, 

Havenae seen her in a while… 

(snapping crocodile sounds) 

Dance Katie Bairdie. 

https://www.scottishbooktrust.com/songs-and-rhymes/katie-bairdie 

What my child will gain from this experience: 

o Participates actively and uses his/her voice in singing activities from  

a range of styles and cultures, for example, nursery rhymes and songs with 

actions. 

o Shares thoughts and feelings about music experiences such as live and/or 

recorded music, peer nursery rhyme performances, school concerts, giving 

reasons for likes and dislikes.  

o uses voice to explore sound and rhythm, for example, hums, whispers, sings 

 

 I enjoy singing and playing along to music of different styles and cultures. EXA 0-16a 

I have the freedom to use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover 
and enjoy playing with sound and rhythm. EXA 0-17a 

Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and 
communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical activities. EXA 0-18a 


